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Abstract 
This paper discuses a Context-Aware System, which links drivers to the physical environment to assist and improve 
their driving behavior and decisions in critical situations. Driving tasks are complex enough and need immediate and 
appropriate decisions. Using sensors to propose an alert system, which is made up of a collection of functions such as 
Blind Spot Warning and Traffic Sign recognition, is necessary to give drivers a sense of the physical environment.  
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1. Introduction 
According to one study presented in [1], most of car accidents occur because of driver’s behavior as 
well as their wrong decision in certain circumstances. Driver’s behavior and wrong decisions cause 
people death. In 2009, there are 1.27 million car accidents all over the world. These facts require an 
immediate decision to reduce that number of car accidents and save human life. The natural solution is to 
provide drivers with a system that is able automatically sense the physical environment around the vehicle 
and alert drivers. This can be achieved by utilizing intelligent agents and multi-agent systems with 
wireless sensor networks (WSNs) and cameras. WSNs are increasingly seen as a solution to the problem 
of performing wide-area monitoring and surveillance within many environments. This system will help 
drivers by providing them with alerts whenever it is necessary.   
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1.1. Research Objectives and Major Contribution 
I strongly believe that my approach should be able to detect hazards to avoid collisions. Also, it should 
react autonomously and provide advice to the driver in a visual and audible form. Several researchers 
[3,4,5,6,7] have proposed driver assistance system to help drivers to avoid car accidents.  
 The main idea behind this research is to propose a system architecture that can easily handle a group 
of functions to work together as a coherent system. There are other works and proposed architecture that 
solve the problem, but this one is solving the problem using a different approach. From a research point of 
view, advanced driver assistance systems are very active area nowadays. Solving the problem differently 
gives more options for drivers and companies to install and deal with the system. The main objective 
behind this research is to find a solution to reduce the amount of accidents and save the human life, as 
presented in the introduction. Specifically, the problem can be solved by proposing a system which can 
alert drivers to avoid accidents as well as improving their behavior, decisions, and reduce their amount of 
mistakes. 
The major contributions of this thesis are: 
x An investigation on possible reasons that lead to car accidents.  
x Proposed system architecture to handle advanced driver assistance functions and have them 
all together in one alerting system. 
1.2. Related Work 
  
Reviewing some of the related works was very beneficial to propose system architecture to improve 
driver’s behaviour and assist them to take the right decision by developing a warning system to alert 
them. Researchers and their related works mentioned in [3,4,5,6] have attempted to reduce the amount of 
accidents by proposing a system, which can handle a collection of functions using different approaches. 
The proposed system in this paper is a collection of different components built together to achieve the 
goal. The next section shows the proposed system architecture and briefly explanation for each 
component.  
 
1.3.  Research Hypothesis 
The aim is to develop a system that contains several cameras and sensors [8,9,10]. The main function 
of the cameras and sensors is taking pictures and collecting data about the surrounding area, which then 
passes them to the server located inside the car. The server’s job is to calculate some information such as 
distance to objects and issue alerts whenever is necessary.  Then, display a real time video to the driver 
beside a warning sound and short sentences to explain the situation. This hypothesis may guarantee 
improving the driver’s behaviour and assist him/her in decision making. Also, this hypothesis shows how 
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2. System Plan 
   The architecture of the proposed system should be designed to help drivers to avoid accidents.  The 
system architecture consists of several components; the main task from these components is to alert 
drivers with upcoming hazard situation. These results achieved from collection of functions which briefly 
described below. The system totally depends on several sensors and cameras.  
 
x Adaptive Cruise Control function: To maintain the vehicle speed and issue warnings when 
necessary. 
x Blind Spot Detection function: To detect blind spots of both sides of the vehicle, and issue 
warnings if it is dangerous to change lanes. 
x Environment Reconstruction function: To display the area around on display panel and issue 
warnings when the system malfunctions, using real time video and GPS. 
x Forward collision Avoidance function: To provide the distance of objects or vehicles in front of 
the vehicle and issue warnings, while it adapts the required speed depends on how far an object or 
a vehicle is from the vehicle. 
x Intelligent speed adaption function: To read and monitor speed-limit signs, and issue warnings 
when the speed of the car exceeds by 10 km/h. 
x Lane Departure warning function: To read marks on the roads and predict vehicle’s departure 
path, and also issue warnings if there is an object blocking the vehicle path. 
x Night vision function: To display the surrounding view during night and highlight objects on the 
display panel; issue warnings if the system malfunctions. It is a function that is more useful to 
seniors [11]. 
x Parking Assistance function: To calculate all distances from the surrounding objects and issue 
warnings whenever there is a threat of collision. 
x Traffic sign warning function: To read traffic signs and to ensure appropriate driver’s actions, and 
issue warnings if the signs are disregarded. 
x Lane keeping assistance function: To help the driver stay on the right lane. Honda develops this 
function on 2009. 
x Intersection coordination function: To establish communication with other vehicles If there 
is an intersection ahead and to decide who should go first.  
 
To demonstrate the visibility of the proposed system, I need to pick one of the three possible 
approaches which are build my own simulator, simulated in Lego Mindstorm NXT robots, or having it 
actually done in a car. I think the best one of the three is the second one because my functions may never 
fail in my own simulator and the third approach is too expensive. Having my simulation done in robotic 
environment is beneficial to show the communication between the system and sensors, the system and the 
driver, and the system and other system from the same type. It also shows how sensors behave on 
collecting information and pass them to the system for processing.    
 




 This paper presented an approach to build a system architecture that helps drivers to avoid collisions. 
The main components are briefly explained. Some of the basic features of the system may demonstrate on 
NXT robots environment. The communication between the robots will establish through Bluetooth. I also 
plan to enhance the communication techniques and develop negotiation strategies so that the system 
might be able to reach quick agreements to resolve any conflicts. 
 
4. Tentative Schedule 
 
Task As of Today March April  May  
Literature Review     
Problem Definition     
Proposed Solution     
System Architecture     
Hypothetical Model     
Implementation     
Results       
Documentation      
      
Legend Completed   In Progress  
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